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EDITORIAL
Greetings to our ARTS ZINE readers, this is our last edition for 2019.

We wish all our readers and contributors a lovely Christmas and a
brilliant New Year 2020. The Zine will return in March 2020 with new,

Lorraine Fildes, , our resident travel photographer and
writer, this month features historical Architecture in Ballarat.
Don’t miss out reading new poems by Maggie Hall, Brad
Evans and Eric Werkhoven.

amazing interviews from many dynamic artists and writers.
ART NEWS and information on forthcoming art exhibitions.
The November ARTS ZINE

includes interviews and features on

inspiring and innovative artists and photographers.
The stunning

works of artist Marcus Callum,

a British Australian

contemporary painter who specialises in realist portraiture.

Newcastle’s dynamic artist John Earle, best known for his sea/
landscapes, the article includes Earle’s Pop Surrealism works and ceramics.

Queensland Photographer Charmaine Lyons dramatic and beautiful

The ARTS ZINE features articles and interviews with
national and international visual artists, poets and writers,
exploring their world of art and creative processes.
Submissions welcomed, we would love to have your words
and art works in future editions in 2020.

imagery.
Newcastle contemporary artist Annemarie Murland.

We have a splendid article on T’Arts, an artists’ Collective in Adelaide.
Sydney based artist Bernadette Meyers brings us a delightful photographic feature - Dance of the Flannel Flower.

Deadline for articles 15th February for March issue 35,
2020.
Email: werkhovenr@bigpond.com
Regards - your editor Robyn Werkhoven

The publisher will not accept responsibility or any liability for the correctness of information or opinions expressed in the publication. Copyright © 2019 Studio
La Primitive.

All rights reserved. No part of this magazine may be reproduced , in whole or in part, without the prior permission of the publisher.
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Lizard Temple, Aqua pencil, pen on board, 20x 20cm, Robyn Werkhoven © 2019.
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MARCUS
CALLUM
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Page 14: The Green Man, H60 x W58.5 cm., oil on aluminium panel. Above: Lez Brotherston, oil on aluminium panel, H86 x W122 cm . Marcus Callum.
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Voices in a Meadow, digital edition on aluminium panel, H45.5 x W70 cm., Marcus Callum.
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Marcus Callum
Born in Scotland, Marcus Callum is a British Australian contemporary painter who specialises in realist

portraiture,

working between London and Sydney.
Fusing traditional painting techniques with a contemporary aesthetic, his paintings attempt to convey a sense of
psychological insight and are designed to provoke an emotional response.
Marcus studied traditional academic painting and drawing at the Julian Ashton Art School in Sydney after winning the Sir
William Dobell Scholarship in 2009. He was a recipient of the Dame Joan Sutherland Award in 2014 and received a major
scholarship to study at the prestigious New York Academy of Art in Manhattan in 2016.

Marcus was a finalist in Australia's most well-known art prize, the Archibald Prize, three years in a row (2011-2013) and
won Australia's third richest portrait prize, the Black Swan Portrait Prize in 2015. He was a finalist in the Art Renewal
Center International Salon in 2013, 2015, 2016 and 2019.
After moving to the UK, Marcus appeared as a finalist on Sky Arts Portrait Artist of the Year 2018 at the Wallace Collection
in London. In the same year, Marcus won the Shirley Hannan National Portrait Prize, Australia's premier prize for realistic
portraiture.
Marcus has drawings and paintings held in public and private collections in the UK and Australia.
“Marcus Callum’s painting has an arresting luminosity that matches the sensitivity of the treatment of his subject... a virtuosic demonstration of contemporary realist portrait painting.”
Dr Andrew Frost, Shirley Hannan National Portrait Award 2018 judge on Marcus's winning portrait | Art Guide Australia | October 29, 2018.
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MARCUS CALLUM INTERVIEW
When did your artistic passion begin?
I was eight years old when I realized I wanted to be an artist. On my 14th birthday I was given a set
of oil paints and couldn’t believe how amazing they were – I was under their spell from that
moment onwards.

Describe your work?
I’m a realist figurative painter specialising in portraiture. Having studied traditional academic
drawing and painting with contemporary art theory at three very different art schools in Sydney
and New York, my paintings fuse Old Masters oil painting techniques with a contemporary

aesthetic.
Collectors of my work appreciate the technique, attention to detail and emphasis on ‘beauty’.

What inspires your work ?
The list of influences is endless really – I might be inspired by a photo on the internet, by another
art work, an object in a museum, an experience or an idea. There doesn’t seem to be any limit and
I’m content to be led wherever my imagination or intuition takes me.
Issue 34 - November 2019
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What do you hope viewers of your portraits will
feel?

I

hope

there’s

emotional

response

to

my

interpretation of the subject. I want a likeness but
I’m not trying to merely copy. I want to give a
sense of the person I’m painting, I want you to
know who they are, what they’re thinking – there

has to be empathy between the artist, the viewer
and the subject of the painting, especially with a
portrait. I’m very interested in psychology and like
to think I’m translating something of my subject’s
thoughts in the work.

Left: Portrait of a Seated Woman
Portrait of Callum’s partner, Vanessa.
Oil on canvas, H62 x W48cm.

Archibald Finalist 2011. Marcus Callum.
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An attraction to meditation, hypnosis and the subconscious has become a frequent theme in your work.

What is the philosophy behind your work?
"My father, a psychiatrist, was a major influence on me, igniting a fascination with the invisible unknown surrounding us.
This drove an interest in meditation, consciousness, the infinite, telepathy, and even magic. It feels as if that world is trying
to teach us - to guide us. I'm searching for images there and when I find one, I make it. In that act, I believe I'm making a

connection to the other, to the unseen here now - perhaps even creating a portal for dialogue."
Callum’s painting Portrait of a Seated Woman, was selected as an Archibald Finalist in 2011, (image page 19). He says
about the portrait - “It may be an art cliché, but I was truly trying to capture the soul of my sitter. I wanted to convey a
contemplative strength but also a great beauty. The painting is very much a meditation. About two-thirds of the way

through the painting, it seemed to take on an energy of its own; it became its own entity and dictated to me which way it
must proceed. To me, this is what makes painting so fascinating.”
His portrait of Meg, won the 2018 Shirley Hannan National Portrait Award, ( image page 21).
Callum expounded that he wanted his portrait to encapsulate the convolution of adolescence. “The transition to adulthood

can simultaneously be full of joy and fraught with danger,” he said. “My subject, Meg, stares at the viewer with an uneasy
confidence. Despite an uncertain future, she emerges from the darkness as an all-knowing and omnipotent being.”
“I think understanding how to control our subconscious mind and learning how to program it positively, will allow us to
control individual and collective destiny more effectively and responsibly. I try to put this into my art.”
Page 21: Meg, oil on linen, H76 x W102 cm., 102 x 76 cm; Winner Shirley Hannan National Portrait Award 2018, Marcus Callum.
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Why do you choose this material / medium to
work with?
I perceive myself as continuing on from where
the painters of the 14th – 19th Centuries left off.

To

combine

traditional

academic

painting

techniques with ideas from a contemporary
aesthetic. I am surrounded by the contemporary
and intrigued by contemporary art, so it seems
only natural, having always been obsessed with

the power of Old Master realism, to combine
these two elements into something of my own
that continues the dialogue of painting.
I begin with a monochrome underpainting
followed by multiple layers of oil colour. I love

the Old Master techniques of glazing, scumbling
and

sfumato

(softening

of

the

transitions

between colours).

Left: Seven Rungs on the Ladder of Virtue, oil on linen,
1H22 x W91 cm., Marcus Callum © 2019.
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“I think these methods allow a painter to imbue
paintings with a powerful emotional charge so that a

relatively simple image can say a great deal more than
is apparent.
Although my paintings are apparently single static
images, they’re actually a history of moments fused
into one image, a history of paint layers added day

after day, a history of my feelings in response to the
subject, a history of the subject as it changes day to
day – its past, its present and its future. It’s like
compressing all the stills from a movie into one image
– which now embodies all of the images in one and

has adopted an energy of its own – separate to the
original but also connected.”

Left: Synthetic Souls, oil on aluminium panel, H122 x W91 cm.
Marcus Callum © 2019.
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Ascension
Oil and digital
on aluminium panel,
H122 x W122 cm.
Marcus Callum © 2019.
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How important is drawing as an element to your artwork?
I studied traditional academic painting and drawing at the Julian Ashton Art
School in Sydney. There is a story about how the Old Masters gave their
apprentices a bone with instructions to memorise it so that they could

visualise it in 3D and draw it from any angle. This was how I approached my
art studies. I focused on solid drawing skills to begin – this still forms the
basis of my paintings today.

What are some of your favourite artworks and artists?
In the early days, my main influences were Rembrandt for his extraordinary

use of paint and the life and energy of his

portraiture, Velasquez for the way

he manipulated edges to create such amazing illusions and Holbein for his
realistic

drawing centric portraits. I’ve always appreciated Picasso for the

sheer volume and variety of his work, as he moved from a strong academic
training to become increasingly experimental. I’m also inspired by

contemporary artists such as Gottfried Helnwein, Wim Delvoye, Damien Hirst,
Kader Attia, Gabriel Orozco, Georges Bures and Cardiff Miller.
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Samsara 1 of 3, left, oil on polyester, H91 x W152cm. Marcus Callum
Issue 34 - November 2019
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Samsara 1 of 3, right, oil on polyester, H91 x W152cm. Marcus Callum
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Samsara 2 of 3, centre, oil on polyester, H91 x W152 cm. Marcus Callum.
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“In New York I visited the Metropolitan Museum, – I was fascinated by their huge
collection of Medieval armour and it seemed to me that the inhabitants of the
armour were somehow still present, including the horses who had their own

armour. I wanted to use this as a basis for a painting. I had the idea of the horse
armour and human armour as a diptych but as I worked on it, I added the third

central panel of a landscape.
I wanted this landscape to represent the organic, the living – to symbolise the
‘perfect’ world in which we wage wars against each other, the armour lives on after
the wearer dies, as does the aftermath of war in our collective memories, hearts
and minds.”

Samsara paintings ( pages 26 - 28) - Saṃsāra is a Sanskrit word , the cycle of death and rebirth.
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What are the challenges in becoming an exhibiting artist?
You have to develop a ‘thick skin’ to survive in the art world. Don’t listen to negative criticism, ignore those who doubt and
keep going at all costs. Learn from constructive advice and never stop learning and discovering everything about art. You
can make a living as an artist if you keep going and take up all opportunities that come your way.

It’s important to have a long-term vision/plan for your work and adhere to it. Consider themes that run through your work,
what’s important to you in your life, what interests you – try to build these into a coherent group of artworks. Galleries
respond better to a series of works that communicate with each other. It is beneficial to enter many art prizes and promote
your work on social media.

Your future aspirations with your art?
Apart from portrait commissions, I’m beginning a series of figurative paintings that will consider our anxieties concerning
Artificial Intelligence and predictions of the Singularity. We live in amazing times and I hope to offer my small contribution to
the commentary. I have recently taken part in the Accessible Art Fair at Bozar, Palais des Beaux-Arts in Brussels.

- Marcus Callum © 2019.

All Rights Reserved on article and photographs Marcus Callum © 2019.
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www.marcuscallum.com/

Children of God, digital edition, oil on aluminium
panel, H76 x W76 cm. Marcus Callum.
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Scattered Observations. - Eric Werkhoven
Just nearby this big crow came and squawked,
and the yellow Silky Oak speaks of its own beautiful loneliness.

Distracted, from ever getting closer, I to have come to an abrupt halt.
Seeking to instil some wholeness in these scattered observations, where hence they flee.
Nothing too definite has set these markers, where they stick like barnacles, oysters and other
crab like creatures.
Where my place, may seem at times like an empty shell capturing something that happens out

there or in here.
To make compatible deductions, because of the restrictive and highly automotive responses,

we bear witness to.
Symbiotic by nature, none of these influences go unnoticed.
Where we may lack a sense of maturity, we resort to bravado, and I am back in my seat on the
veranda, seeing the hazy hills and sky submerge in oneness.
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Play it Over and Over
No remarkable changes in the postscripts, other than a belated congratulation.
I thought we were living in a smaller, more easily accessible world.
Where age open and closes another door, in the line of enquiry as if duty bound, to say the words,
that otherwise fail us.
I like to see it in its wider implication, bring the end forward, rehearse the lines.
A song to practise and then finally before it turns to dust, play it over and over to a nonplussed audience.
To express love, not just as an afterthought.

What happened then! That makes its entry to open up the past.
How it still lays claim on the strength of our convictions.
More and more like the last man standing, bereft with sadness and despair.
Traces of a new world clamour to destroy the old world.
Instead they say we have to use it all more moderately, more sparingly.
To move on, and carry the seeds of our knowledge to other places and planets.
Bathed in the hope that cools our exasperation.
To hear the voices that brought my own to bear witness and say this is how it all came about,
still seeking to replicate itself.
- ERIC WERKHOVEN 2019.
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JOHN EARLE

Neon Twilight , oil on canvas, H100 x W180 cm. John Earle.
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JOHN EARLE
John Earle is best known for his Seascape/
Landscape painting. Born in Newcastle in 1955, he
grew up and was educated there.

He has been exhibiting his regularly since completing
a Postgraduate Diploma in Art (1981), with over thirty
solo exhibitions in Newcastle, Sydney and Melbourne.
Earle’s works have been hung in the Wynne Prize

for landscape painting (Art Gallery of NSW) six
times.

His work is in public and private collections throughout Australia, New Zealand, USA, Europe and Asia
-Pacific.
In 1994 Earle established his painting studio in
Merewether. It is a place open to the public three
afternoons a week with a display of his limited edition
reproduction prints, or giclees, ceramics and a look

inside his painting room with new work in progress.
Because, Mixed media, H120 x W90 cm. John Earle.
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John Earle
Exhibition at
Cook’s Hill Gallery
Newcastle, 2018.
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Woman
Oil on canvas
H91 x W66 cm.
John Earle © 2018.
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JOHN EARLE - INTERVIEW
As a child I was interested in art in a casual way…it was something I was into from early schooling. I also

remember my mother buying me a book (on my request) that was comparing the drawings of Leonardo &
Michelangelo.

I hadn’t ever thought of being a full-time artist. After high school I tried a few things my parents suggested
but nothing clicked…the on my own initiative I tried getting work as a commercial artist, which later led me
into spraying designs & paintings onto surfboards. I worked for Sam Egan Surfboards for a couple of years
and then began studying Art at College with a view to being a high school art teacher simply because Art
was something that interested me and most other things did not.

During my college years I began to get some small commissions and also began selling paintings at Art
Shows and then galleries.

After winning a student prize from AGNSW I was more or less set up to step into exhibiting paintings on a
regular basis after I’d received my Degree from Newcastle Art School (1980).

I had also studied Sign Writing in a Tech course and was getting some work whilst at Art College and for my
first year after that. The sign writing course has been very useful in terms of learning to control a

paintbrush…more so than my years at art school.
Page 36: John Earle in front of New Jungle, Oil on canvas, H106 x W183 cm.
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Bushfires at Sunset, Artist Camp, Mixed media, ink, acrylic & oil paint, H63 x W106 cm. John Earle.
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Johnny Jaguar, Tin plastic enamel paint, 24 x 8 x 9 cm. John Earle.
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My work began with realism at its base, but I have always worked in non-realist areas as well. So, over

those 40+ years of paintings I’ve moved through several styles and still do. I’m best known now for my
realistic landscapes and seascapes but most of my early exhibitions looked as if they were 2 person

shows…one style was realistic, one was more surrealist…especially through the 1980’s and ‘90’s.
Sometime in the 90’s after getting one of my seascapes into the Wynne Prize (AGNSW) I’d thought it best

to knuckle down and decide on one style…one that would solely represent my output…you know, the
normal thing. But that was too hard to stick to, although I tried for a while to be purely a realistic landscape

painter. That didn’t last too long and in early 2000 I began what would be several years of hard edge
abstract painting…colour field designs always with a component of optical illusion…whilst still doing the odd
landscape. Since 2000 my abstract work has led me into sculpture as well, which is something I revisit
occasionally.

I hope to have little in the way of philosophy in my work…I know that it has recently become a thing that

must be, but my main aim is to excite and entertain…especially myself. Most art is not philosophy driven
although there is sometimes plenty to talk about when an artwork is complete. My life has become much

more simplified as time has past. I work every afternoon & evening and try to plan my life so as to be home
& ready to plug in every evening…a day not working on something (painting, sculpture, ceramics) is just not
as much fun as a day that is.
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John Earle painting ceramics.

Six Ceramics,

from L rear Figures 17 x 20 x 20 cm, R front tiny 5 x 5.5 x 5 cm.

John & Amanda at home. Photographer Trevor Dickinson
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The Swimmer, Bondi, Oil on canvas, H112 x W163 cm., John Earle.
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Bar Beach, Oil on canvas, H28 x W163 cm., John Earle.
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Drawing is always said to be important but that’s not usually explained…I find drawing a subject by eye, (not

from a photo), is a good indication of where your natural style lives…the way you draw an object or a scene
will never look like a photograph even if you’re a realist artist…drawing show you your style. Also, I don’t

always recognize the possibilities of a subject. If you’re drawing something you often start to see it’s
potential as an artwork.

The main influences in my work have probably come from the work of other artists; Photo realists (Willian
Delafield Cook, Brad Levido), early Classicists, Turner, Salvador Dali, Picasso, Brett Whiteley and Takashi

Murakami.

- John Earle © 2019.

Page 45: John Earle drawing at Camp Cove, Sydney, NSW.
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https://johnearle.com.au/

All Rights Reserved on article and photographs
John Earle © 2019.
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on 5pm and being told
that a colleague
had committed suicide
earlier that day

What first greeted me
upon entering that room

were the sad, quiet faces
as we all sat around the table.

E
V
A
N
S

Thinking of her,
wondering why

and what happened
and some of it came out later.

But what was also on my thoughts
was finding out how management
had known about it all day long
as they readily pursued their disturbing calculation

In getting a full day’s work out of us
before breaking the news.
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classroom lesson
When once I was a student teacher
(a student teacher and nothing but)

I had a pupil in my classroom
who would not … could not … settle down.

I employed all the various strategies
a taught pedagogy availed to me
but avail held no forthcoming.
Finally, I asked my supervisor,
who took the disruptive child away

E
V
A
N
S

to the staff room awhile
before returning him to class.

And following the lesson, I asked the supervisor
how she was able to settle such a difficult child.

And she told me her magical formula
for a child who hadn’t eaten any breakfast of biscuits and a drink from the staff room.
And then I realised
just how important lessons are for all pupils

whatever their age happens to be.

Brad Evans © 2019.
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CHARMAINE
LYONS
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Page 50/51: Pulse, Model Jemma Grant . Above: Model Rose, © Charmaine Lyons Photography.
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CHARMAINE LYONS
Born in Queensland Australia, Charmaine Lyons is a photographic portrait artist best recognized for her
unique, artistic portrait work, haunting photographs that capture not only the image but the soul of the people who sit before her. Lyons has been documenting moments in time for over 30 years.
An artist with a social conscience in the pursuit of social change, Lyons constantly seeks to convey strong

narrative and meaning through her photographic practice, focusing on social concerns. Her startling and
sometimes jarring images of cancer survivors, the ill and the distressed are captured with the desire to

instigate societal change by helping to inform the community of these issues.
“My portraits are not always ‘pretty’, they document and carry deep meaning. The intention is to make
people feel slightly uncomfortable, compelling the viewer to examine their own lives and bodies and the
affect any illness or desperate situation would have on them.”
Lyons has exhibited both nationally and internationally; having group exhibitions in Orlando Florida and
through her close association with the charity organization Scar Stories, group exhibitions in Melbourne,
Brisbane and the Sunshine Coast. Her images of cancer survivors were published in the 2014 Scar Stories

book and other publications throughout Australia.
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Lyons is currently working on an extensive photographic project of 200 portraits, ‘WOMEN UNITED’. Taken
over several years, Lyons is photographing two hundred women, creating a body of work representing

the solidarity, commonality, strength and determination of ordinary/extraordinary women living in the
21st century.
Working across the genres of documentary photography, artistic portraiture, high contrast black and white
photography, grain, soft focus, reflection and a sense of the cinematic, Lyons is motivated by a strong desire
to story tell. With images caught through a spontaneous reaction to the moment and surroundings, Lyons
exhibits a desire to capture the mystery and ambiguity of the transitory moment in time.
“Mostly my artistic work does not seek to lead the observer to any established viewpoint but rather aims to
encourage an open-ended interpretation, arousing the viewers’ emotions and experiences to form their own
meaning of the work”.
'Art is about emotion...if art needs to be explained it is no longer art' – Renoir
Charmaine Lyons © 2019.
Page 55: © Charmaine Lyons Photography. Model Esther.
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Naomi Robinson

Lyme Life

Charmaine Lyons photographed and documented a
young Queensland woman Naomi Robinson fighting
for her life against Lyme Disease.
A fundraising campaign was started to help send
Naomi to Cyprus for treatment.
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PEACE
Model Kathi
Charmaine Lyons

Photography © 2019.
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The Colours of Skin
Model Kathi
Charmaine Lyons

Photography © 2019.
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Charmaine Lyons
Photography © 2019.

Model Rose.
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Charmaine Lyons
Photography © 2019.

Model Jemma Grant.
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Page 62 / 63 Charmaine Lyons Photography © 2019. Model Esther.
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Weeds and Wildflower project, Model Jemma Grant, © Charmaine Lyons photography.
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Product shoot - Hunt Art Jewellery. Model Jemma Grant, © Charmaine Lyons Photography.
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Cindy Vogels
Designer - Milliner

© Charmaine Lyons
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Pat Cale
Visual Artist

© Charmaine Lyons
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Dion Channer

I

Paper Artist

E

© charmaine lyons
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Christopher Hardwick

I

Silversmith

E

© Charmaine Lyons.
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Ken Gailer
Visual Artist

© Charmaine Lyons.
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Peter Harris
Ceramicist - Painter

© Charmaine Lyons .
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WOMEN UNITED
Charmaine Lyons
February 2020 opening
at the Gympie Regional Gallery.

‘Women United’ is a photographic project,
documenting and photographing two hundred
ordinary/extraordinary women. The vision is to
create an extensive body of work representing
the solidarity, commonality, strength and

determination of 21st century women from
rural, regional and urban Australia.
Left: Awake Dance Studio Model Abby Wake © Charmaine Lyons
Photography.
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WOMEN UNITED - Charmaine Lyons
The project was conceived on witnessing the rise of the global collective of women in The Women’s March the response to the passing of the Trump administration’s ‘Mexico City Policy’, blocking federal funding
relating to abortion counselling.
This is my response to the photograph of President Donald Trump and his all male entourage signing the
policy preventing millions of women around the world deciding what they can and can’t do with their own
bodies. It was birthed by my outrage at this barbaric thinking, and by my disbelief that the fight for women’s

rights and human rights was once again headed in a backwards direction,
Propelled to stand in support for the courage and unity shown by those protesting women, I created my own
photographic march putting out the call to stand united as a show of strength and support for the thousands

of women already standing in unity against the ongoing sabotage of women’s rights.
A diversity of women from all nationalities, walks of life and all ages answered the call to participate in the
project. These women bring with them not only two hundred charismatic faces but also equally rich and
distinct stories, contributing to the extraordinary tapestry that has become ‘Women United’.
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Meeting each of the women, I discovered remarkable work that is being done by each - the stay at home

mums raising future generations of the school teachers educating our children, the nurse saving lives, the
artists filling our senses, the farmer struggling, or the bereavement doula supporting the grieving. These

unassuming women all demonstrate strength and determination, moving graciously, unassumingly through
their lives, doing what they love and need to do. It is the importance of these women and of their work that

I recognise as the purpose of this project - ‘Women United’ emphasises just how extraordinary ordinary
women truly are.

‘Women United’ is an ever-evolving work in progress and I move through it seeing and understanding that it
is much more than a photographic project. It is a platform for the women involved to share the incredible
work they do in their communities and beyond, to highlight issues that concern them. It is their project, and
their stage.
With a February 2020 opening at the Gympie Regional Gallery, ‘Women United has the potential to tour
nationally, the opportunities are endless - initial discussions for the publication of ‘Women United’ book are
underway.
It is quite overwhelming knowing these women answered the call of one individual and I just can’t help to
imagine if this is what one woman can create, what greater possibilities there are and what obstacles we
can overcome when united as one?
“Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much” – Helen Keller
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http://www.clyonsphotographer.com/

All Rights Reserved on article and photographs
Charmaine Lyons © 2019.
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LEGO
LAND
Maggie Hall
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Legoland
Race to build, work to earn, the cycle builds the nest.
Today’s romance tomorrow’s child. Wet chemical skin in desire. Changing voice to another’s hand
the spiral dance begins.
Ant racing societies trapped by the pipers tune. Governments cave the rest.
To win a war begin again, don’t beat another’s drum.
Look generations of children who beg for change. Release the evolutionary prisoner.

Do not forget, do not forgive. Manufactured birds are fuelled by desire.
Who is at fault ?
Who uses who ?
Who pretends to listen ?
Look to our past, unspoken loss. Heed the cry of extinction.

- Maggie Hall © 2019
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ANNEMARIE MURLAND
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ANNEMARIE MURLAND
Born in Glasgow, Scotland, 1962 Annemarie Murland
migrated to Australia in 1991, currently lives in Newcastle

where she has her studio practice and is the course coordinator of the Visual Arts, Foundation Studies Program,
University of Newcastle.
Murland is an accomplished artist with an outstanding
academic record. Receiving in 2006 a University and
Faculty

Medal for her Honours Degree submission and in

2009 Murland was awarded a Doctor of Philosophy

Degree. Exhibiting nationally and

ART PRACTICE: PAINTING - DRAWING - VIDEO PHOTOGRAPHY - SCULPTURE

‘Her art practice encompasses a range of media to explore
the notion of felt experience through the material
characteristics of her chosen medium.’
Page 78: The Presence of Absence lV, Acrylic Paint and Wax on Canvas, H60 x W60cm.

Annemarie Murland © 2019.
Right: Drawing into Paintings Muscular History, Weaving #2, Mixed Media on Khozo Paper,
H90 x W80cm, Annemarie Murland © 2018.
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The Presence of Absence l & ll, Mixed Media on Archival Paper, 310gsm, H150 x W180cm.
Erasure Exhibition, the Newcastle University Gallery, 17 July – 28 August 2019. Annemarie Murland.
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ANNEMARIE MURLAND - INTERVIEW
When did your artistic passion begin?
It is hard to say when my artist passion began – as a young child growing up on the wrong side of the

tracks in the city centre of Glasgow my play ground was George’s Square where monuments to the empire
co-existed with a plethora of trees and flower beds that have, incidentally been replaced by concrete
pathways. Most memorable was the Kelvin Hall museum where Salvador Dali’s painting – Christ of St
John of the Cross reigned supreme and stole my attention. I played there as well as at the People’s Palace
– across the road from my school – a tribe of us went over there at lunch time and played among the
artefacts of times gone by.
However, my ‘real’ practice began in the late 90’s when I attended life drawing classes at Ron Hartree’s art
school, in Newcastle, NSW – artist Jane Lander was a pivotal influence on my attending University to
develop my interest in art practice and education in general .

Have you always wanted to be an artist?
No, I grew up in a largely socio-economic marginalised environment alongside a history of sectarian divide,
part and parcel of Scottish culture, left little in the way of opportunities.
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Describe your work?
My work is visually abstract – which suits the embodied narratives that frame my interest in women’s stories
– particularly the stories of migrant women. The translation of felt experience – past and present is a major

theme in my work. I work across a variety of media – primarily painting – experimental drawing –
photography and some video and sculpture. I try to achieve a reductionist aesthetic where meaning is

located in the juxtaposition of visual concepts and materiality.

What is the philosophy behind your work?
I am interested in embodiment and how felt experience translates into material form. I also – now that I am
confident in my art practice – rely more on intuition and chance as a way of exploring abstract ideas that
then seem to collide and come together as I think through what I have started.

Do you have a set method / routine of working?
Over time I have developed a personal painting and drawing methodology that I continue to develop – it
seems to evolve and dissolve alongside my ideas – I always test my material and art historical knowledge –
thinking always of how they connect – or not.
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Sheep Pens Dreaming#5, Acrylic Paint on Paper on Board,

Sheep Pens Dreaming#12, Acrylic Paint on Paper on Board,

H35 x W26cm., Annemarie Murland © 2018.

H35 x W26cm., Annemarie Murland © 2018.
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Why do you choose this material / medium to work with?
Generally, the ideas that I have are tested across a variety of media – with a strong emphasis on materiality
– the idea being that the concept will only come alive given the appropriate material response – the

materials are loaded with metaphor for me.

How important is drawing as an element to your artwork?
Drawing for me is open ended – I believe drawing is always in a state of transition and translation – I like to
challenge traditional notions of what drawing is and what it can be. Mark making is a huge part of what I do
– I start often where chaos is mediated through a process of reduction to create a sense of order. Drawing
and painting collide in my practice – all of my drawings end up wet.

What inspires your work / creations?

Historically my research interests drove my practice – translating the migrant experience into works of art
through a variety of media fuelled my passion for years. My current work presents as triptych – defined as challenging paintings material history in conjunction with my interest in storytelling – from a female
perspective – that at the same time connects/re-contextualises similar/familiar art historical narratives such
as gender issues
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Into the Mystic#4: Mixed Media on Khozo Paper, H50 x W45cm.,

Into the Mystic#1: Mixed Media on Khozo Paper, H50 xW45cm.,

Annemarie Murland © 2018.

Annemarie Murland © 2018.
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Sheep Pens Dreaming#3, Acrylic Paint on Paper on Board, H35 x W26cm.,
Annemarie Murland © 2018.

Sheep Pens Dreaming#17, Acrylic Paint on Paper on Board, H35 x W26cm.,
Annemarie Murland © 2018.
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What have been the major influences on your work?
Many influences have impacted my practice – it’s a temporal thing – early on big boy abstraction played a
huge part in my brush work – composition – size and scale -. I moved through academia where I developed

and contributed to knowledge by developing a methodology in painting and drawing – weaving stories past
and present using traditional painting and drawing materials – creating woven- knitted surfaces. Currently I

am exploring and expanding my material knowledge through painting in an expanded field – using unusual
materials alongside traditional painting/drawing materials to create large scale installations.
What are some of your favourite artworks and artists?

I adore Robert Motherwell and Robert Ryman. Sean Scully made me cry when I experienced his works at
the Hugh Lane Gallery, Dublin. I also have a great love of religious art and the Baroque – Caravaggio is

king. I also enjoy contemporary indigenous artists such as Karla Dickens – her Black Madonna’s are fab.
But one of my most loved artists is Karla Black a Scottish installation artist.
What are the challenges in becoming an exhibiting artist?

A loaded question and there are too many issues to deal with – I just concentrate on testing my ideas –
skills and material knowledge and don’t worry about commercial exhibitions. Art is knowledge and I see it as

that –I like to expand and contribute to knowledge building – I lecture and give talks – run classes – that is
my world – I don’t get involved in the art scene too much.
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THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE:
ACTS OF ERASURE 2019.
‘The abstract works of art produced for the exhibition,
titled, Erasure, the Newcastle University Gallery, 17
July – 28 August 2019 collate the artist, Annemarie

Murland's deep interest in how Modern Art History and
subjectivity intersect. The picture plane acts as a
repository where drawing, painting, and sculpture
interconnect in an evolving and dissolving spatial and
material inquiry is at the crux of this series of works of

art. The material relationship between form, aesthetics, and abstraction is shaped by the artists' creative
expression that is located in the material properties of
abstraction. As part of her practice, Murland employs
traditional and experimental drawing and painting

techniques to extend the specificity and characteristics of the media.

To that end, a process-material

co-dependence absorbs and records the artists
'thinking through making' methodology that when
represented in equally represented terms has the

capacity to affect the senses and deliver the viewer
with felt, experience.’

The Presence of Absence V, Mixed Media on Board, H40 x W40cm.,
Annemarie Murland © 2019.
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The Presence of Absence Vl, Mixed Media on Board, H50 x W30cm.,
Annemarie Murland © 2019.

The Presence of Absence Vll, Mixed Media and Paper on Khozo Paper, H50 x W40cm.,
Annemarie Murland © 2019.
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The Presence of Absence Vll, Mixed Media and Canvas on Khozo Paper, H60 x W60cm.,

The Presence of Absence Vlll, Mixed Media and Canvas on Khozo Paper, H60 x W60cm,.

Annemarie Murland © 2019.

Erasure Exhibition, the Newcastle University Gallery, 17 July – 28 August 2019.

Annemarie Murland © 2019.

Photographs: Joerg Lehmann.
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The Presence of Absence [the body] Vllll, Muslin, Chalk and Pigment over Stretcher,

The Presence of Absence, Khozo Paper, Pigment and Acrylic Paint over stretcher,

H70 x W70cm., Annemarie Murland © 2019.

H80 x W80cm., Annemarie Murland © 2019.

Erasure Exhibition, the Newcastle University Gallery, 17 July – 28 August 2019. Photographs: Joerg Lehmann.
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Pope Joan, Digital Print, Limited Edition, Size Varies, Annemarie Murland © 2019.

Madonna and Child, Digital Print, Limited Edition, Size Varies,
Annemarie Murland © 2016.
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Migration in Practice 2015|16

Dublin & Glasgow.
Digital Prints on Archival Paper, Limited Edition, a

selection of these images form as part of Centre for
Creative Practice, Dublin and Glasgow Women's
Library Collection.
The opportunity to exhibit in Ireland, 2015, at the Centre for
Creative, Dublin provided Annemarie with the space and the

place to pay homage to her Irish ancestors, particularly the
women in her life who were marginalised and disenfranchised due to their culture background and religious beliefs.

The works, titled: Stories of Origin presented as a series of
digital portraits and video installation that provided the framework from which to challenge a religious and social identity

politics. Laced with cultural signs and symbols the portraits
reflected a legacy of changing perspectives on how we know
ourselves by contesting the central myth that locates the

feminine as domestic and private, and the masculine as heroic and public.

Murland is an advocate for women's stories of migration and
how they can positively impact and develop a sense of com-

munity and culture .
St. Margaret of the Cross, Digital Print, Limited Edition, Annemarie Murland (c) 2016.
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Name your greatest achievement, exhibitions?
Completing my PhD, winning the University and Faculty medal for my honour’s degree was a great moment
for me and my ancestors – I gave them and myself a ‘glocal’ voice. I exhibited in Dublin and Glasgow

2015/16 – this completed a temporal life cycle – my ancestors left Ireland in the 1800’s and I migrated in the
90’s – in many ways I arrived home for the first when I returned to exhibit as Dr Murland.
What are you working on at present?

I have just recently completed curating an international women’s art exhibition at the Newcastle University –
Reimagining the Canon, 23 October – 17 November 2019. 19 women artists worked around the question –
‘If you could, how would you write yourself into the Canon of Western Art History. I based my response conceptually and contextually around Carolee Schnemann’s performance – Interior Scroll. In this instance
I unearthed my viscera – exposing my experience of sectarianism through painting as an installation – a
combination of text and paint and fluff. Ambiguous in its aesthetic – in that it draws the viewer into the
whitewashed textual space of the picture plane which is assaulted by micro and macro text.
Your future aspirations with your art?

I see this exhibition travelling – evolving and dissolving as it moves through space and time. I would
imagine that I shall continue to contribute to the field of visual studies – testing and challenging my ideas as

I go. In the next 5 years I aim to take up a residency in Scotland and exhibit the outcome [s].
- Annemarie Murland © 2019.
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Yellow- titled, Treasure, 2019, Pigment and Acrylic Paint on Board,

Homage: Interior Scroll, 2019, Mixed Media on Muslin, H180 x W155cm.

H70 x W80 x B15cm. Annemarie Murland.

Annemarie Murland.
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Sheep Pens Dreaming#13,
Acrylic Paint on Paper on Board,
H35 x W26cm., 2018.

Annemarie Murland.
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https://
www.annemariemurland.com/

All Rights Reserved on article
and photographs
Annemarie Murland © 2019.
Sheep Pens Dreaming#18, Acrylic Paint on Paper on Board, H35 x W26cm., Annemarie Murland © 2018.
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T’Arts Textile and Arts Collective - Adelaide.
Liz Wauchope
Who would have thought that more than thirty artists could work together happily for 16 years, running one
of the most successful collective galleries in Australia? And that they’d be proud to be called a bunch of
T’Arts…

Well, that’s T’Arts Textile and Arts Collective for you.
T’Arts sprang from a small group of local textile artists who wanted to have a presence in the Adelaide CBD.

However, textiles as an art form didn’t garner much interest from the established fine art galleries operating
at the time. So the group decided they would establish their own gallery.

They searched the available premises for lease and were lucky to happen upon a space with three adjoining
rooms in Gays Arcade, within the beautifully restored historic Adelaide Arcade, which opens off Rundle Mall,

the main shopping precinct in the city. There could not have been a more perfect place, and the group was
lucky enough to find incredibly supportive landlords in the Arcade Board of management.

Still, the rent was significant, and so artists working in other mediums were invited to join on the basis that
everyone would pay a share of the rent, and those who were local would staff the shop. There are no paid

employees, everyone owns an equal share of the not for profit business, and all revenue goes directly to the
artists themselves (apart from a 20% commission to pay utilities and so on.)
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The doors opened in March 2003, and we have not
looked back since. Unique in its emphasis on
textiles and fibre alongside other more mainstream
mediums, T’Arts is also uniquely successful as a
business and as a cooperative democratic Collective.
With so many creative and different personalities it is
remarkable but not surprising how we continue to
grow stronger and evolve: T’Arts artists are warm
and generous to each other, and to our clientele.

Everyone loves meeting the artists, and I think this is
the key to our success.

Left: Interior view of T’Arts Gallery.
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This generosity of spirit is also extended

to those who just want to browse or get
ideas for their own creative endeavours,

and to people who want to set up a
similar Collective. We are happy to share

our knowledge, both of our own making
techniques and the enterprise’s business
practice. In fact, these core values
are enshrined in our constitutional aims,
which are:
“to promote art and design with a focus
on textile and fibre,
to foster the creation and sale of quality
works of original art by its members,
to foster the growth of member artists. “

Left: Interior view of T’Arts Gallery.
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We maintain a membership if 34 artists, with each
signing up to at least one year of commitment. Every
year some leave, and new ones join, but we still
have at least a dozen of the original T’Arts who set

up the Collective. We like to mix it up with new
T’Arts, old T’Arts (we keep in touch with those who

leave) and despite the public expectation that we are
all women, we do have male T’Arts.

Fresh T’Arts every year to bring new ideas and new
energy, as well as new art. What we don’t have is

stale T’Arts: our gallery is vibrant, evolving, changing
all the time...and there are new works to see added

whenever the artists have created new stock. The
whole look of the gallery changes every two months,
when we do a complete turnaround of the shop
display.

Left: Handpainted silk Patchwork Padded Jacket, Liz Wauchope.
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And what are you likely to see when you come into the gallery? Textiles of course, starting with wearables
and accessories -

Alice Leda Pettirosso, knitted dyed scarves.

Ruth Cowen, handpainted silk scarves.

Fiona Trueman, patchwork screen printed top.
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Sandra Shaw, silk screened tunic dress.

Sandra Tredwell, felted vest.

Alice Leda Pettirosso, dress and scarf.
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Maude Bath, Paddy fields jacket .

Bev Bills, woven scarf.

Helen Moon, hand painted silk dress and scarf.
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Textile and Fibre Art Pieces

Kathryn Hill, (detail) textile work.

Margaret Marsh, purse silk beads vintage flowers.
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Textile and Fibre Art Pieces

Sandra Tredwell, felted journal cover.

Susan Napoli, Cornflower fabric collage.

Lynn Elzinga-Henry, digitally printed silks and wool.
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Then there are paintings, mixed media pieces, prints and metal wall art -
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Kathryn Hill, Lost in the Blue (detail), mixed media.

Y

Barbara Palmer, painting.
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Jenny Clapson, etching hand coloured.

Janet Ayliffe, Indian Runners, multiple plate etching.
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We have jewellery in all sorts of forms -
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Cindy Durant, PMC silver and Chrstophase pendant.

Ivana DiStasio, dichroic glass rings.
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Jenny Knight, embroidered beaded brooch.

Maude Bath, Leaf brooches.
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We have two ceramicists both named Jane…and one named Simone -

Jane Burbidge, Poppy vase porcelain.

Jane Sabey, Raku fired ceramic sculptures.

Simone Lyon, Flying Lesson.
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Two glass artists, one making kiln formed pieces and one who blows hot . And the inimitable Mark Jones
who makes wonderful leather bags to carry it all away in. Well worth a visit, I would say.
Liz Wauchope © 2019.

Llewellyn Ash, Lucky Drop, blown glass.

Sheryl Glassmith

Mark Jones, textured bag leather.

Trellis Kiln formed glass
H130 x W40cm.

All Rights Reserved on article and photographs T’Arts Textile & Arts Collective © 2019.
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Dance of the Flannel Flowers

BERNADETTE MEYERS
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It takes me a fair amount of time to make connections with nature. I like to return to the same places over and over so I
have a chance to become familiar. At first, it's like meeting a new friend, then after many, many visits, I feel comfortable and
welcome by the place.
One of the spots I’ve loved for years to walk and linger is the headland track at North Curl Curl. There are often wonderful
surprises, such as the morning soon after the back-burning, when two pairs of yellow-tailed black cockatoos were feeding
on the freshly exposed seeds of the low banksia cones - just beside the path. But one can also depend on the rhythm of
the seasons to bring all its delights. Springtime is alive with colourful wildflowers and the sight of humpback whales from

the cliff edge.
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Not so colourful, but just as appealing to me, are the flannel flowers. Part of the adventure of truly getting to know these
flowers so intimately as soul mates has been through the lens. The hours I’ve spent quietly observing them has awakened
my senses to a deeper understanding of their presence and personality. The longer I spend with a particular flower
species or in a certain place, the more I feel it chooses to reveal about itself.
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Everything in this world is so delicately interwoven. The connection between the flowers and the light, wind, rain, other
plants, birds and rocks. And Us. We have all received a gentle invitation from the flowers to enter their peaceful world and

join in the harmony of nature.
I’m still exploring this body of work and I think I’ll continue to revisit it every springtime. I haven’t started with an agenda, I’m

allowing the flowers to teach me their mysteries.
Although they have the appearance and feel of softness and fragility, I’ve discovered that flannel flowers are very tenacious
and robust. The headland is quite exposed and often subject to strong, coastal winds. Their flexibility and willingness to
bend with the wind allow them to weather the storms; the long petals and stems seem to dance with joy and freedom,
exhilarated by the gusts.
Far below where the flowers live, at the base of the cliff, the waves crash day and night. Their pounding sound and motion
is an integral part of the plant and animal life on the headland even though some plants, like my flannel flower friends, have

never seen the ocean. They carry it within them and have a different personality to the flannel flowers I see in the bush
away from the water’s edge.
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In some places, the flowers are very exposed to the elements.
They are confident and brave in the open, almost illuminating the space with their blooms
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They grow in more sheltered areas as well. Perhaps these are the shy ones. Also brave in their
own way and expressing a quieter, more delicate beauty. They share a chromatic conversation
with the green foliage around them allowing the colour to complement their white petals. It is a
subtle, exquisite song of nature that you can hear if you stop and listen quietly for a long time.
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For all their lyrical softness, these elegant
flowers are also a vital force in the bush.

Weather can be extreme on the
headland and there are many

storms. During the dark times,
the flannel flowers remain strong
and bright, dancing and making
the most beautiful forms against
the shadows.

- Bernadette Meyers © 2019.
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All Rights Reserved on article and photographs Bernadette Meyers © 2019.
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Ballarat
Architecture
Lorraine Fildes
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Ballarat Architecture
Lorraine Fildes
This article is mainly concerned with the magnificent architecturally designed buildings of Ballarat surviving
from the gold rush days. Gold was first discovered in Ballarat in June 1851 and the alluvial goldfields were
recognized as the richest in the world at that time. The large number of Anglo Saxon immigrants who came
to “find gold” stayed and diversified into other occupations following the gold rush. This explains why the

buildings are predominantly Renaissance Revival Victorian and Beaux Arts Edwardian. Such was the
opulence of Ballarat buildings, it was often compared with cities in Europe - Edinburgh in particular -

because of the Scottish-born benefactors whose wealth had come from gold wished to emulate the famous
Royal Mile in Scotland's capital city.
Local private capital - generated by the gold fields - financed these opulent buildings. Most were either
constructed of solid stone or brick with ashlar render. The interior and exterior of the buildings included
Italianate detailed ornamentation, columns (Ionic, Doric, Corinthian), rusticated pilasters, cornices,
decorative window frames, cast iron verandahs and statues. The economic success of the town permitted
development of a city that responded to the social aspirations of a rising middle class.
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With such wealth, many banks moved into Ballarat (as well as many lawyers to settle legal disputes about

mine ownership). But it was the mining disputes with the government authorities in the city that led to the
Eureka Rebellion, the only armed rebellion in Australian history. The government introduced a licence fee of

30-shillings a month on miners but gave them no prospecting rights. Miners joined together to voice their
complaints and sent delegations to Governor La Trobe to present their grievances. He dismissed their
complaints and despatched 150 British soldiers of the 40th Regiment of Foot to reinforce the police and
soldiers already stationed at Ballarat.
Miners built a wooden stockade at Eureka and designed a flag that omitted the union jack. They were ready
to revolt. The rebellion at the Eureka Stockade occurred, early in the morning on Sunday December 3 rd,
1854. The miners were quickly defeated militarily but were politically successful in bringing about the
changes they sought. Within months all the miners held for trial were acquitted. A royal commission

investigating the goldfields recommended that the licensing laws be replaced with a system whereby miners
paid a tax on gold they found. The miners paid a nominal £1 per year miners’ right which gave them the

right to prospect a certain area. It also gave them the right to elect eight members to the Victorian
Legislative Council. This was one of the key steps to Victoria instituting male suffrage in 1857 and as such,

Eureka is interpreted by some as the origin of democracy in Australia.
Now we take a closer look at the architecture and history of some of the outstanding buildings in Ballarat.
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Art Gallery of Ballarat - 1884
This is the oldest purpose built art gallery in
Australia.

It is built of bluestone brick and has a
rendered façade which is decorated with
Corinthian columns, echoed on the ground
floor by rusticated pilasters. The parapet
with its triangular pediment is flanked by

balustrading. The unique pair of pyramidal
verandahs in the front of the ground floor
were removed in the 1960s, but restored in
2010.
The Gallery has been expanded over the
years and now includes the building next
door and a modern extension at the back of

the original building. The Ballarat Art Gallery
houses one of the country’s most significant
collections of early colonial Australian art.
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Ballarat Trades Hall – 1887/88
This was a meeting place for local trade unions and offices for the Ballarat Trades and Labour Council.
The three-storey brick building features a rendered facade executed in a grandiose mannerist design
with giant Corinthian columns supporting a decorative arched pediment. A balustrade parapet broken by

a triangular pediment tops the façade.
The Red Flag flies over Trades Hall alongside the Eureka flag. The Red Flag has flown over Trades Hall
since 1918 as a symbol of solidarity with the International Labour Movement. “…The Eureka flag then, as
it does now, symbolises the struggle for basic rights and democracy”.
In 1918 the Federal Government issued a prohibition against flying the Red Flag. The President of the
Trades Hall, Mr. E.F. Russell, replied: "I do not consider the red flag to be a menace to anyone but
tyrants who are fattening and battening on the workers of every country - profiteers. To us... it expresses
the hope that the workers of the world one day will be united to prevent all wars and bring universal

peace and brotherhood to all mankind.“
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Ballarat Town Hall - 1870
Ballarat Town Hall was constructed according to the designs
of three architects following an 1868 competition; with its
exterior designed by J.T Lorenz, the interior by H.R Caselli,
and the whole building brought together by Percy Oakden.

Construction commenced in 1870 on this grand Palladian
building. The symmetrical façade is decorated with a system
of rusticated pilasters on the ground floor and Doric columns
on the first floor. The roof is dominated by a domed clock
tower and pedimented end towers with fan-shaped windows.
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The interior of the Town Hall
building, features a grand stairwell leading the way to the first
floor where (as you can see from
the photo) hosts statues set into
curved niches, bronze figures set
on

the

balustrade

staircase,

ornate memorial plaques, etched
glass windows and mosaic floor
tiles.
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Ballarat Mechanics Institute -

1860
This building has a grand Victorian façade,
topped by a statue of Minerva, the Roman
goddess of poetry, medicine, crafts, commerce

and magic. She evoked wisdom and that is
why she is given such an important position.
The Mechanics’ Institute has been Ballarat’s
cultural hub since establishment. The reading

room was originally used by the Mining
Exchange for a safe place to buy and sell
shares in mines.
The aim of the institute was to help educate

the masses by giving them access to books
and information in order to gain knowledge.
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(Former) Mining
Exchange
Building 1887/9

The reading room of the Mechanics Institute was used for buying and selling of shares in gold mines – the mining
exchange - until this building was constructed.

The facade of the building is constructed of dark brick and render is used to provide contrast. On the ground floor there are
four shop fronts and a central, elliptical entrance to the large ground floor exchange hall.

At first floor level there is a pedimented central window and also a pediment placed centrally in the balustraded parapet.
The bull nosed, corrugated iron roof is broken with a decorative iron panel.
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Old Colonists' Hall - 1887
The Hall was built for the Old Colonist's Club. The club's

mission was for miners to help one another in times of
sickness and distress as well as to provide miners with
decent burials.
On the ground floor there are 4 shop fronts and a central

arched entrance to the club rooms. The arcaded windows
on the first floor are flanked by columns and there is an
arched pediment over the central door.
The roof of the cast iron verandah has a central triangular

gablet with a decorative iron panel. The balustrade parapet is broken by a triangular pediment and holds a statue
of two miners either side of the Eureka flag, over the motto
“Advance Ballarat”.
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The

Her Majesty’s Theatre Ballarat - 1875

architect

George

Browne

designed this theatre. It was first
known as the Academy of Music, a
name

calculated

to

overcome

religious and temperance scruples
against patronising a “theatre.”

The Academy’s façade has engaged
Ionic columns, curved decorated
window frames, and a balustrade
parapet, broken by a pediment
holding a sculpted lyre.
In 1898, the building was bought by
a local consortium. They commis-

sioned Australia’s leading theatre
architect, William Pitt, to remodel
the interior and improve the stage
facilities.
As you can see from the photo
essential

conservation

of

the

exterior of the building is taking

place.
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Three Ballarat

Hotels
In any

country town

there are always many hotels.

I have selected three that are architecturally outstanding
examples of their time.

Craig’s Royal Hotel – 1862/1901
Craig's Royal Hotel, was built in stages: the south wing in

1862 to designs by architect C.D.

Cuthbert, the north

wing from 1889-90 by James and Piper, and the cast iron
porch was added in 1901 by Smith and Malloy.

The south wing is an example of the Italianate style
comprising

a

ground

floor

of

banded

rustication

surmounted by two storeys of loggias with two

towers

above. The north wing features an octagonal tower with
pointed roof.
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George Hotel - 1902

This hotel was built to a flamboyant design. The three storey brick
building has a six bay wide cast
iron double verandah. Above the

verandah there is a

balustraded

parapet surmounted by a decorative

semi-circular

tympanum

above the name plate.
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The Provincial Hotel - 1909

This is the best example of
Edwardian

architecture

in

Ballarat.
There are two domed towers
- one an oriel tower which
stresses the building's , the
other a turret crowned with
four small corner domes and
a larger central one. The
façade houses a variety of
window shapes and also the

outline of the chimneys.
The ground floor is rendered,
the first floor is accentuated
by the banded use of red

brick and stucco, and the
parapet is rendered and is
broken by the domes and
chimneys.
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Reid’s Coffee Palace - 1886
The coffee palace was built for and opened by
Joseph Reid, as a bakery to serve the influx of

migrant workers attracted by the gold rush.
Coffee palaces were intended to be like pubs
that didn’t serve alcohol. They were established

at the

height of the temperance

movement – a period which intersected with

the gold-rush in Victoria.
The two storey brick building has a seven bay
wide cast iron verandah. Above the verandah
there is a highly decorated area which includes

the name of the establishment, the owners’
name and the year built. Ionic pilasters flank
the upstairs windows.
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This

Alexandria Tea rooms - 1875

building

was

constructed

for

commercial uses. In 1885 it was let to
the Commercial Club (a social group for
businessmen). The first floor was used
for their club rooms and the ground floor
occupied by shops.
In 1924 the building became tea rooms

operated by Ms Brazenor. In 1936 it
then became known as the Alexandria
Tea Rooms. In the 1980s it became
known as Alexandria Receptions.

On the ground floor of this two storey
brick building are four shop fronts
divided into four bays by Roman Doric
pilasters. This is repeated at first floor
level, with four bays of triple windows.

The cast iron verandah has five bays
with a triangular pediment over the
central bay. The facade is completed
with a balustraded parapet.
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Four Ballarat Banks – 1860s
Ballarat has a unique streetscape of banks, all by the same architect, Leonard Terry, and all in the Conservative Classical

style. The construction of this group of four banks came at a time when Ballarat was one of the richest gold mining towns
in Australia and hence banks were needed to handle the financial side of the mining boom.
The designs of the four buildings are all different. All buildings are rendered and rusticated at the lower level and on a
bluestone base. The E. S. & A Bank is the only façade that incorporates a central recessed colonnaded section of engaged

columns with projecting bays at each end. The former National Bank of Australasia has three floors. The Bank of New
South Wales and the E. S. & A. Bank both have balustrade parapets.

Former Bank of Australasia
(other name ANZ bank).

Former National Bank of Australasia to the left
and Former Colonial Bank of Australasia (other
name E. S. & A. Bank) to the right.

Bank of New South Wales (Westpac).
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This streetscape shows what was formerly all legal offices. Due to mining disputes there was plenty of work available for

the legal fraternity. BJT legal was Chancery House. The first grey building is now a boutique hotel Ansonia and the next
cream building is Lynn’s Chambers. Adam Loftus Lynn was the first lawyer practising in Ballarat. Heritage-listed ‘Lynn’s
Chambers’ was constructed in 1870 as a single-storey building and expanded around 1898 to its current two storeys. The
building is constructed in the Classical Revival style.
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Former National
Insurance Co.
Building - 1905
This building has a combination of
Renaissance and Venetian Gothic
elements including recessed logias
on the three upper levels, with trefoil
Gothic arches to two levels and very

unusual cusped stilted segmental
arches on the top storey. From the
roof projects an openwork octagonal
structure,

with

pinnacles

at

the

corners – it was domed when first

constructed.
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Former Ballarat Palace Hotel - 1887
This building was constructed as the Ballarat Palace Hotel for Mr. Hugh Raverty. The facade has a rusticated stonework
with semi circle arch openings on the ground floor and the first floor has rectangular windows and balconettes and Doric
columns between the windows. A balustrade parapet finishes off the building.
In 1918 the hotel license was surrendered and the building sold.
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Pratt's Warehouse -

1869
This bluestone warehouse shows
where the pulleys, hooks and hoists
were attached. The detailed facade
has projecting keystones above the
doors and windows. Corner chimneys appear as pedestals with two
false chimney pedestals on the main
street facade. A balustrade parapet
connects the chimneys.
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Former Wesleyan
Church (now Uniting
Church) - 1883
This church is of Gothic design but is
unusual because of the polychrome

brickwork

(the

combination

of

patterned red and cream brick). The
elongated windows with

geometric

tracery,

for

are

significant

their

notched brickwork diaper patterns,

together with the horizontal wall
banding the lozenge motifs. The
church is topped with picturesque
steeply-gabled roofs.
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Street lamps outside
Craig’s Hotel
These two gas lamps stand outside
Craig's hotel. They were erected in
the 1890s and are constructed of
cast iron and glass. The gas lamps

are rare examples of privately funded
lighting erected in a public thoroughfare.
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Replicated gas Sugg lamp
One of the constant risks in Ballarat was falling
down a mineshaft - particularly at night. In 1881
twenty Sugg gas lamps were introduced to illuminate the streets. In 1904 these Sugg lamps were

replaced with electric lights. In the 1980s two Sugg
lamps were recreated and installed. This one is on
the corner of Sturt and Lydiard Streets.

All Rights Reserved on article and photographs
Lorraine Fildes © 2019.
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Sculpture
on the Farm
2019

Peter Tilley

Kay Sheeley

Hugh McLachlan
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Sculpture on the Farm 2019
During a weekend of warm, sunny weather this year’s Sculpture on the Farm Prize welcomed over
2,000 people and displayed 120 sculptures of exceptional standard by 56 sculptors.
A visit to the sculpture exhibition was most rewarding and enjoyable, meandering through the gardens
discovering the many different works from the dynamic to the whimsical, all set among the backdrop of

splendid Spring blossoms and rural scenery.

Prize Winners at Sculpture on the Farm 2019
Winner of Sculpture on the Farm 2019 prize unanimously to Peter Tilley for his work The Theatre of the Shadows.
Hugh McLachlan - Narcissis Reflecting was the recipient of the RUPIO prize for Metallurgical Excellence.

Shannon Stone - Discarded was the recipient of the Bloomfield Prize for Artistic Excellence.
Carolyn Rendle - Scents of Herself was the recipient of the Sculptors Society Prize for an Indoor Work.
Kay Sheeley - Equilibrium was the recipient of the Dungog Shire Local Artist Prize.
Sam Anderson - Dusty Days in the Saddle was the recipient of the People’s Choice Award.
Greg Salter - Sticky Fleece was the recipient of the Dungog Shire Local Artist Prize
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Winner of Sculpture on the

E

to Peter

R

1/3.

Farm 2019 prize unanimously

Tilley for his work

The Theatre of the Shadows

Polished chrome plated and painted
steel.

T
I

L
L

H 144 x W28 x B20cm.

This work infers an ambiguity between
shadow and reflection. The shadow is a
projection of the person’s double, or

according to Jungian theory ‘ the dark
side of the self.’
Courtesy of the artist and May Space.

E

Y
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Hugh McLachlan - Narcissus Reflecting was the
recipient of the RUPIO prize for

Metallurgical

Excellence.
Polished marine grade stainless steel.

M
C
L

A

H75 x W35 x B20cm.

‘ We live in a Narcissistic era. But unlike Narcissus
who had to wander into the forest to find his pool,
we all have our own private mobile pool bathing us
in its intoxicating warm glow.’
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Shannon Stone, Discarded, Steel, wire, 90 x 120 x 60cm.

Kay Sheeley, Equilibrium, Ceramic & bamboo, 140 x 10 x 10 cm.

Recipient of the Bloomfield Prize for Artistic Excellence.

Recipient of the Dungog Shire Local Artist Prize.
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Greg Salter, Sticky Fleece, Steel, powder coat paint, 170 x 100 x 100 cm.

Sam Anderson, Dusty Days in the Saddle, Recycled steel, 180 x 360 x120 cm.

Recipient of the Dungog Shire Local Artist Prize.

Recipient of the People’s Choice Award.
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Carolyn Rendle, Scents of Self, Wire, lace, found objects, Perspex, 20 x 25 x 18 cm.
Recipient of the Sculptors Society Prize for an Indoor Work.
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Indoor Sculpture Gallery

Peter Tilley
The Other Selves
Painted resin, painted steel.
87.5 x 11 x 11 cm.
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Michael Garth, The Fox and the Moon Stick

Jody Pawley, Lovers, Lead crystal - Amber

Timber, copper, brass, fox pelt, satellite dish.

28 x 2 x 7 cm.

Jenny Linz, Claire, Bronze, 41 x 14 x 14cm.

120 x 45 x 40 cm.
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Jimmy Rix, A Symbiotic Relationship 3/9, Cast Bronze with steel base, 47 x 62 x 26 cm.
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Peter Lewis, Affection 2/5, Polished stainless steel, 58 x 14 x 14 cm.

Sallie Portnoy, Besos, Lead glass crystal, wood, 57 x 48 x 22 cm.
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Photographs courtesy of
Sculpture on the Farm

and Robyn Werkhoven.

Lee Blattmann, Standing Wave, Stainless steel on
Acrylic base, 50 x 15 x 12 cm.

Wall: Felicity Cavanough, Daddy & Me.

Meike Davis, Over There, Fired clay, oxides, 28 x 17 x 16 cm.
Wall: Felicity Cavanough, Horse Head 1/20
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NEWCASTLE
PRINTMAKERS
Therese Kenyon

Sharon Tompkins

WORKSHOP

40/40
EXHIBITION

Helene Leane

Trudy Goodwin
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The Newcastle Printmakers Workshop is celebrating its 40th Anniversary
this year.
To mark this celebration the 40/40 exhibition will be held at

Art Systems Wickham from 8-17 November 2019.
40 Annie St. Wickham, Newcastle NSW.
The official opening will be held on Saturday 9 November from 4 - 6pm.
All welcome!
Paul O’Brien

40 past and present members of the workshop will reflect on a year
randomly allocated to each artist beginning with 1979 through to 2019.
These works will focus on global, local or personal interpretations.
The exhibition will consist of framed & unframed prints as well as artists'
book marking each decade.

Celebrations will continue with a dinner at Marina Views Function Centre
on Newcastle Harbour following the official exhibition opening. Tickets for
the dinner cost $50 per person and all are welcome.
More details at : http://www.newcastleprintmakersworkshop.org/40thanniversary
Anne - Maree Hunter
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JUDY HENRY
Artist Judy Henry is a member of the Newcastle Printmakers Workshop, her home and studio is currently in rural Paterson,
Hunter Valley NSW. Judy Henry, primarily a landscape artist, is an intrepid traveller, capturing the beauty and drama of the

lands she visits in her paintings, drawings and prints. Judy will be exhibiting in the Newcastle Printmakers Workshop
40/40’ 2019 celebratory exhibition at Art Systems Wickham Gallery, 40 Annie St Wickham, Newcastle NSW.

Exhibition

date: 8th - 17th November 2019.
2015 April Super Storm, Lino Cut, Judy Henry© 2019.
Artist Statement:
My image represents the unpredicted and unprecedented super storm which swept over Hunter Valley, Central Coast and

Sydney, causing wide spread destruction and claiming four lives, three in Dungog and one in Maitland. The rapid and
brutal flooding of the Myall Creek and Williams River at Dungog in the early hours of April 21, caught the community and
those downstream by surprise, washing away four homes and taking three lives.
Our home in Paterson was quickly circled by the Paterson River leaving us cut off and without power.

Looking through

the photos of our property after the flood, I came across the image of the telephone pole. I knew this was the succinct
symbol, as it had been totally submerged during the flood, as indicated by the debris caught on the pole and the four
insulators on the telephone pole represented the four lives tragically lost to the super storm.
Judy Henry will also be exhibiting - ‘Effortless’ 1 - 29 November 2019
Judy Henry - mixed media paintings, Lily Taylor - photography

Readers Café & Larder, 1 Garnett St. East Maitland NSW.
Official Opening: Saturday 2 November, 5– 7pm. All Welcome.
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Marie-Therese
Wisniowski

Art Quill Studio

http://artquill.blogspot.com/
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Marie-Therese Wisniowski
Marie-Therese Wisnioski’s print on page 146 ‘Hurricane Katrina - The Disruptor’, will be exhibited at the Newcastle Printmakers Workshop 40/40’ 2019 celebratory exhibition at Art Systems Wickham Gallery, 40 Annie St Wickham, Newcastle
NSW. Exhibition date: 8th - 17th November 2019.

In 2019 the Newcastle Printmakers Workshop in Newcastle, NSW, Australia will celebrate 40 years ! 40 current and past

NPW printmakers have been selected to celebrate this 40 year milestone anniversary. Each participating artist was
assigned a year to base their art concept. My given year was 2005 and I based my art print/research on the devastating
effects that Hurricane Katrina caused the City of New Orleans.

Artist Statement
As the world’s population is spiraling out of control the number of sources for greenhouse gas emissions will increase (e.g.
power usage) and the number of sinks for greenhouse gas capture will decrease (e.g. land clearage). Scientific studies
suggest that the strongest hurricanes have increased in intensity due to climate change.
Hurricane Katrina (category 5) hit New Orleans in August 2005 and killed an estimated 1,833 people. Millions of people
were left homeless and it’s estimated cost was US$161 billion. It took 14 years to rebuild New Orleans, although work is
still in progress.
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Marie-Therese
Wisniowski - Art Quill
Open Studios Tour Lake Macquarie
Saturday 2nd November and Sunday

3rd November, from 9am - 4pm.

Art Quill Studio will be featuring my fine art
prints and Art Cloth, fabric lengths, scarves, fat

quarters and fabric samplers for display/sale.

https://www.lakemacopenstudios.com.au/

http://artquill.blogspot.com/
Ginkgo Love Collection - Fat Quarters, Marie-Therese Wisniowski © 2019.
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Marie-Therese Wisniowski’s Art Quill Studio

will be featuring her fine art prints and hand
dyed & hand printed contemporary ArtCloth,

scarves, fabric lengths, fat quarters and
fabric samplers for display/sale. Visitors will

also have the opportunity to see the processes/stages involved in creating one of her
multi-layered

fine

art

prints

on

paper

employing more than twenty layers/images.
Marie-Therese will be happy to discuss the
Art Quill Studio workshop program for 2020 dates will be available in January 2020. And
to entice visitors to come early, first comers
will receive a complimentary copy of Textile

Fibre

Forum

art

magazine,

co-edited

by Marie-Therese, as a give away !
Left: : “Garden Delights I” (detail view).
Technique and Media: Over dyed artist’s digitally printed fabric, screen

printed

employing

opaque

and

metallic

pigments

on

linen.

Size: 50 cm wide x 55 cm high (fat quarter ArtCloth textile).
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ART SYSTEMS WICKHAM

40 ANNIE ST. WICKHAM, NEWCASTLE NSW.

Phone: 0431 853 600

www.art-systems-wickham.com/

Director: Colin Lawson
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ART SYSTEMS WICKHAM CALENDAR 2019 - 2020

8 – 24 NOV

40/40 - NEWCASTLE PRINTMAKERS WORKSHOP

29 NOV – 21 DEC

CHRISTMASMAS SHOW - over 50 artists.

2020 EXHIBITION CALENDAR
7 - 16 FEB

21 FEB - MAR
6 – 15 MAR

GODESSES OF THE WORKPLACE - CLARE O’HARA COOPER

RECENT WORK - ROBERTA WISEMAN & SANDRA MINTER
PRINTS & WORKS ON PAPER - FRANK CELTLAN

40 ANNIE ST. WICKHAM, NEWCASTLE NSW.

Phone: 0431 853 600

www.art-systems-wickham.com/

Director: Colin Lawson
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Robin Taylor - Whose Reflection Is That
Writer and poet Robin Taylor, lives and works in Dungog, NSW, his book Whose Reflection Is That, has received a book
excellence award from Literacy Excellence Incorporated 2019 and Matchstick Literary is now publishing the work.
Taylor who was born with autism, has endured and confronted the encounters of living in our society who alienates those
who are ‘different’.
Taylor writes “This book of my poetry is taken from life’s experiences, from years of misunderstanding to physical abuse all because of

being born with high- functioning autism. My hope is that anyone who has or has someone in their lives with autism maybe
able to identify with what is written. I have not always been able to communicate verbally how I was feeling or what was
going on with my life, especially when I was young, I was confused and frightened as to how people would react to my
explanations of my feelings. Also, my actions and reactions were not always met with positive response or understanding.”

At nineteen years old Taylor joined the Army, he started writing around 2009 after he left the army due to a back injury.
Ten years ago he was diagnosed with Asperger's Syndrome. Since 2014 he devotes his time to writing.

“The sensitivity of this poetry is quite extraordinary. Robin Taylor reaches deeply into the unique feelings of one mind with

an altered sense of emotions to divulge such a kind and vivid view on the world. For an amazing adventure in alternative
thought and originality in poetry, Whose Reflection Is That would be the ticket. This is a book in which the more you read,
the better it gets”. – Rhonda Wilson, Pacific Book Review, www.pacificbookreview.com
The book is available from Harry Hartog book stores.
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Dungog Artists and Writers - Robyn Werkhoven
The Hunter Valley NSW is so fortunate to have many talented artists and writers living and working in the rural Dungog
Shire, creating a dynamic cultural community.
In the recent months some of the artists have received awards and national recognition in the art and literary world. Arts

Zine would like to congratulate the following artists and writers.
Writer and poet Robin Taylor, his book Whose Reflection Is That, has received a book excellence award from Literacy

Excellence Incorporated 2019. ( see article pages
Ceramic artist Natalie Duncan, won the prestigious Napier Waller Art Prize 2019, held at the War Memorial ACT., with her

ceramic vessel titled 'You are in danger and I am far away'. Two of Duncan’s ceramic vessels are now in the National
Collection.
Textile artist Julie Fitzgerald was a Finalist at the Natural Fibre Fashion Awards at Henty Machinery Field Days near Albury
2019.
Prolific painter Gaye Shield has been the recipient of art awards in Scone & Dungog Art shows 2019.
Robyn Werkhoven’s colourful portrait of Eric Werkhoven & her was a Finalist in the celebrated Portia Geach
Memorial Prize for Portraiture 2019, held at S.H. Ervin Gallery in Sydney, last September.

The above artists’ art works are available at Dungog By Design Gallery, 224 Dowling St Dungog.

The Artists’ Collective is a hub of creative local talent, well worth a visit.
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25 OCTOBER - 10 NOVEMBER

6 - 22 DECEMBER

TELLING TALES

CHRISTMAS TAKE AWAY

Tracie Bertram & Michelle Brodie

Artists of Newcastle Studio
Potters Inc.

15 NOVEMBER - 1 DECEMBER
AIR FIRE WIND EARTH
Janet Steele, Gail Steele
Tara Mann, Julie Batts

57 Bull Street Cooks Hill NSW Hours: Fri Sat Sun 11am - 5pm
www.newcastlepotters.org.au
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Telling Tales
25th October - 10 November.

Tracie Bertram
Michelle Brodie
A conversation between ceramics by

Tracie Bertram and paintings by

Michelle

Brodie,

friends

and

colleagues at Newcastle Art School, a

fascinating and colourful exhibition.

57 Bull Street Cooks Hill NSW
Hours: Fri Sat Sun 11am - 5pm

www.newcastlepotters.org.au
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AIR FIRE WATER EARTH

N

15 Nov - 1Dec

E
T

Gail Steele & Janet Steele

Tara Mann & Julie Batts

S
T

E

Four artists, Gail Steele, Janet Steele, Tara
Mann and Julie Batts have used the four

elements of nature as the theme for the

E

exhibition, Air Fire Water Earth, an exhibition

L

incorporating ceramics textiles and paintings in

E

an exploration into the classic elementals.

57 Bull Street Cooks Hill NSW Hours: Fri Sat Sun 11am - 5pm
www.newcastlepotters.org.au
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On Her Shoulders
Curator Alessia Sakoff

Newcastle ArtSpace
st

th

Oct 31 – Nov 17 2019
Fri 1st Nov 6pm-8pm – Opening night
91 Chinchen St, Islington NSW

To “stand on one’s shoulders” is to make discoveries or progress due to the previous work of those who have come before.
“On Her Shoulders” recognises the tenacity of women in art. It showcases women’s visual language and our unique view of
the world. This visual language is our voice that is both powerful and important.
This exhibition presents a mix of women artists; some commercially successful, some winning awards, some with a legacy
of mentoring and educating, some are breaking new ground and some are just beginning.
Through this exhibition we are celebrating all female artists who have the courage to step out into the world, and be seen,

to create and uplift each other’s spirit and express our love of art.
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On Her Shoulders
NEWCASTLE ArtSpace is delighted to announce the full list of 55 Hunter-based women artists who will be

exhibiting at the On Her Shoulders exhibition - opening this month.
The exhibiting artists are Ahn Wells, Alison Smith, Anne Kempton, Annika Lee, Barbara Nanshe, Bella Snape, Beth Voltage, Bethany
Massey, Bridie Watt, Brigitte Beyer, Caelli Brooker, Caroline Traill, Devorah Harkham, Donna Jorna, Eleanor
Cardwell, Emma Warren, Emma Wilks, Genevieve Graham, Herrad Nann, Jackie Anderson, Jaime
Pritchard, Jamie Bastoli, Jane Fletcher, Jen Denzin, Jill Orr, Kara Wood, Kate Thynne, Kathryn Taunton,
Katrina Holden, Kerrie Coles, Kristen Lawrence, Laura Wilson, Leda Turner, Liz O'Brien, Lottie Consalvo,
Lyndal Campbell, Marlene Houston, Mary Graham, Megan Burley, Megan McCarthy, Mel O'Dell, Natalie

Duncan, Natalie Sherring, Paula Thistleton, Robyn Werkhoven, Rosie Turner, Ruby Hart, Shelagh Lummis,
Siarn Staley, Susan Mac, Susan Ryman, Tara Carter, Tracie Bertram, Virginia Cuppaidge and Xavier Lane.

On Her Shoulders will be held in support of the National Gallery of Australia's #KnowMyName initiative.
It

seeks

to

redress

the

under-representation

of

women artists

in

galleries

and museums.

The show will open at Newcastle ArtSpace on October 31, with the official opening drinks on November 1,

at 6pm, at 91 Chinchen Street, Tighes Hill.
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Anne Kempton

Susan Ryman

Sea Sponge series #1 and #2, Mixed media, Size variable

Raven Dances (centre panel), Coloured pencil on rag paper, H52 x W52cm.
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The Salon de Femme Artiste

Sat, 16 Nov | Newcastle ArtsSpace
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The Salon de Femme Artiste
Sat, 16 Nov | Newcastle ArtsSpace
16 Nov, 7:00 pm – 11:00 pm
Newcastle ArtsSpace, 91 Chinchen Street, Tighes Hill NSW
A night of performance in music, word and dance to celebrate women in the arts.
Dress code: French boudoir #knowmyname
Molly Mahoney (contemporary Indigenous dance)
Steel City Sue (solo)
Madeline Mitchell (solo)
Vivienne (burlesque dance)
Maggie Hall (poetry)

Fashion parades by Chinchen Street
Flame Kimbrell Karaoke till you drop
BOOKING ENQUIRIES : https://www.newcastleartspace.org.au/
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NEWCASTLE PRINTMAKERS WORKSHOP

p
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Reimagining the Canon
October 23 to
17 November 2019

G
T
H

Newcastle University Gallery.

E
C

University Drive, Callaghan
Newcastle, NSW.
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STUDIO LA PRIMITIVE ARTS ZINE
Since October 2013 Robyn Werkhoven has published the Online Art and Literary magazine STUDIO LA PRIMITIVE
ARTS ZINE. Featuring artist’s interviews, exhibitions, art news, poetry and essays.
Arts Zine in 2017 was selected by the NSW State Library to be preserved as a digital publication of lasting cultural value
for long-term access by the Australian community. To view previous issues click on image of cover.
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Click on cover to view the issue.
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Click on cover to view the issue.
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Click on cover to view the issue.
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POETRY & SCULPTURE

The publication includes a collection of poems
written over recent years, penetrating and
profound observations on life. And a selection
of Eric’s dynamic and prolific sculptures.

Enquiries contact:
E: werkhovenr@bigpond.com

Page 134: Left - Front cover, The Fall, Autoclaved aerated
cement / cement / lacquer, H32 x W46 x B38cm. Eric Werkhoven
2013.
Page 134: Right - Goddess, Autoclaved aerated cement / adhesive
cement / lacquer, H82 x W25 x B20cm. Eric Werkhoven 2010.
Right: Eric Werkhoven, Photograph by Robyn Werkhoven.
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studio
la primitive

jewellery
Dungog By Design

224 Dowling St, Dungog NSW.

www.studiolaprimitive.net
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DUNGOG
BY DESIGN
GALLERY
224 Dowling St Dungog NSW

NATALIE DUNCAN - CERAMICS
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Rhino Images - Art and the Rhinoceros
Lorraine Fildes and Robert Fildes.
Art and the Rhinoceros - There are over three hundred Rhino images in this book.
Whether in the ancient past or in the present the rhinos are always represented as huge, powerful and solitary animals. The
book includes paintings, drawings, woodcuts, etchings, rock carvings and sculptures of the rhino all depicting the power of
the animal.
These images of the rhino range from early civilisations such as in China, Roman Empire, Indus civilisation in Pakistan/
India area and from Southern Africa down to current day images of paintings and sculptures produced by modern day

artists.
The text indicates where you may find these wonderful images as well as the websites of the artists concerned, the caves
where the rhino images have been found and the places where posters use the rhino image.
There are very few of these magnificent wild animals left in the world, so unless they are protected and managed, artistic
images will soon be the only viewing option.

Rhino Images – Art and the Rhinoceros, First Edition, 2017, is available for download at The Rhino
Resource Centre web site.
Direct Link :

http://www.rhinoresourcecenter.com/index.php?s=1&act=refs&CODE=ref_detail&id=1518479271

Page 144 : White rhino crash at Whipsnade Zoo, England. Image: Robert Fildes © 2019.
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Meeting Mr Lister - Internationally renowned Australian Street Artist Anthony Lister© Charmaine Lyons Photography 2019.
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